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What can we do with graphs?
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...obtain macroscopic models of complex systems



Why do we care about graph theory?

Describing the brain as a graph has allowed 
tremendous insights into brain function! Brain 
graph topology is related to at least

Healthy subjects: experimental task, cognitive 
performance, sex, age, genetics, drug usage, 

emotional states...

Patients: Alzheimer disease, multiple sclerosis, 
schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, depression, 

fronto-temporal dementia, sleep apnoea, PTSD, 
vegetative states...



Agenda

I Graph Theory (the optimistic part)

Basics

Topological analysis

Communities & Modularity

Multiplex graphs

II Graph Practice (the cautionary part)

Methods issues

Data issues



Part I
GRAPH THEORY



“Brain graphs”
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Labelled graphs
“Brain graphs” can be expressed formally as labelled 
graphs.

Labelled graphs are written:

V: the set of vertices (voxels, ROIs, ICA components, sources...)
E: the set of edges s.t.                       ,             - “edge with end 
vertices vi and vj”. vi and vj are adjacent or neighbors.
α: vertex labelling function (returns a scalar or vector for each vertex)
β: edge labelling function (returns a scalar, or vector for each edge)
weighted graphs: 
unweighted graphs: 
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g = (V,E,�,⇥)

e := {vi, vj} = vivj

� : e 7! R
� : e 7! 1



Adjacency matrices
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In some cases we can also represent V,E,β 
compactly by an adjacency matrix A 2 R|V |⇥|V |

A1,2

A4,3

v1

v2

v3

v4

v1 v2 v3 v4

With the conventions 

Ai,j = 0 i↵ ei,j /2 E

Ai,j := �(i, j)



Example adjacency matrices
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A useful restriction
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 Brain graphs obtained from a fixed vertex-to-space mapping 
(e.g. functional or structural atlasing in fMRI) can be modelled 
by graphs with fixed-cardinality vertex sequences1, 
a subclass of Dickinson et al.’s graphs with unique node labels2:

 Fixed number of vertices for all graph instances:

 Fixed ordering of the set (sequence) V:

 Scalar edge labelling functions: 

 (optional) Undirected: 

 2 [Dickinson et al., IJPRAI, 2004]

� : (vi, vj) 7! R

AT = A

1 [Richiardi et al.,  ICPR, 2010]

 This is a very restricted (but still expressive) class of graphs

 This limits the effectiveness of many classical methods for 
comparing general graphs (based on graph matching).

8i |Vi| = R

V = (v1, v2, . . . , vR)



Subgraphs
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We can consider a subset of the vertices 

illustration from  [Jungnickel 2005]

subgraph
spanning subgraph

inducedsubgraph

V 0 = V



Walks, paths, and connectedness
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a b

c
d

e

Walk: edge sequence with 
supporting vertices

e1

e2

e3

e4
Path: walk through unique vertices

(e1,e2,e3,e4): not a walk
(e1,e3,e2,e2,e4): a walk

(e1,e3,e2,e2,e4): not a path
(e1,e3,e4): a path

Connectedness: vi and vj are connected if there is a 
walk starting at vi and ending at vj. If all pairs are 
connected then g is connected.



Topological analysis



Topological analysis
We want to capture qualitative aspects of graph 
organisation
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dense/sparse? regular/random?

[Watts & Strogatz, Nature, 1998]



Graph “attributes”
Graphs g, h are isomorphic iff there exists a 
permutation matrix P s.t. 
In our case (atlased connectivity graph):

Hence connectivity graphs are isomorphic iff

Graph invariant:  (set of) parameter(s) 
yielding the same value for isomorphic graphs
To compare noisy connectivity graphs we are more 
interested in ε-isomorphism, and ε-invariants*

Some invariants may degenerate depending on |V| : non-
isomorphic graphs may have the same value. Use several 
invariants**.
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*[Jain & Wysotzki, Neurocomputing, 2005]

** as in chemometrics: [Bonchev et al, J Comput Chemistry 1981]

P
4
= I

Eg = Eh and
�i, j �g(vi, vj) = �h(vi, vj)

PAgP
T = Ah

Eg = Eh



Topological scales
Small-scale: vertex
Intermediate-scale: subgraph
Large-scale: whole-graph
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Topological analysis: 
essential properties



Degree and strength
degree of a vertex: number of incident edges
strength of a vertex: sum* of (absolute value 
of**) edge labels of incident edges
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s(1)=0.4

s(4)=1.2

s(5)=0.8

d(1)=1

d(4)=2

d(5)=2

graph properties obtain trivially, e.g. total strength, 
average degree. * some authors normalise by  |V| -1

** more on this later



Application: fMRI/Schizophrenia
Goal: Compare HC and SZ brain graphs

Data: rsfMRI (17 mins), N=15 HC +12 SZ

Vertices: 72 (AAL subset) 

Edge labels: wavelet correlation, 0.06 – 0.125 Hz

Results

Significant group differences in several topological measures

[Lynall et al., J Neuroscience, 2011]



Characteristic path length
(characteristic) path length*: typical 
separation between two vertices
(geodesic) distance between j and k = shortest 
path : ljk
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Vertex 1 2 3 4 5
l1k 1 2 3 3
l2k 1 1 2 2
l3k 2 1 1 1
I4k 3 2 1 1
l5k 3 2 1 1

L(g) =
1

R(R� 1)

X

j,k,k 6=j

ljk

*[Watts & Strogatz, Nature, 1998]

L(g)=1.7



Clustering coefficient
Clustering coefficient*: probability of neighbours 
to have neighbours
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TempInfRPostCenR
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C(3)=2x3/4x3=0.5

C(1)=2x2/3x2=2/3

C(g) =
1

|V 0|
X

vi2V 0

C(vi), vi 2 V 0 i↵ d(vi) > 2 n connected triples that are not triangles

*[Watts & Strogatz, Nature, 1998]

C(i) =
2|E

neighbours(i)|
d(i)(d(i)� 1)

triangles/triples: C(3)=3/6=0.5



Small worldness
small-world network*: high clustering but low 
charateristic path length - somewhere in between 
random and regular 
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�(g) =
C(g)/C(g0)

L(g)/L(g0)

>1

≈1

*[Watts & Strogatz, Nature, 1998]



Application: ECoG/temporal lobe epilepsy
Goal: Study TLE duration effects on connectivity
Data: N=27 TLE, 4x5 ECoG grid on temporal lobe, 5x4096 samples (~40 s.)
Vertices: 20 ECoG channels
Edge labels: Phase lag index (0-1)

Results
Connectivity, clustering coefficients and small-worldness decrease with 
disease duration. Maybe surgery done sooner would help.

[van Dellen et al.,  PLoS one, 2009]



Topological analysis: 
other commonly used 

properties



Global efficiency
Global efficiency* of a vertex: closeness to 
other vertices in the graph
(geodesic) distance between i and k = shortest 
path : lik
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Eg(i) =
1

R� 1

RX

k=1,k 6=i

1

lik

1 2

3 4
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FusR

ParSupR
PrecR

*[Latora & Marchiori, Physical Review Letters, 2001]

Vertex 1 2 3 4 5
l1k 1/1 1/2 1/3 1/3
l3k 1/2 1/1 1/1 1/1

Eg(1)=0.54

Eg(3)=0.87



Application: DWI/Alzheimer
Goal: study the relationship beween white-matter connectivity 
and cognitive performance
Data: N=50 AD+15 EC, 45 directions DWI (!), Ψ tests
Vertices: AAL90
Edge labels: deterministric tractography+fiber bundle counts

Results
In patients, global efficiency correlates strongly with executive 
function (and other domains with other topological properties)

[Reimer et al., Neurology, 2013]



Local efficiency
Local efficiency* of a vertex: measure of 
fault tolerance 
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El(i) =
1

RGi(RGi � 1)

X

k,j2Gi

1

ljk

1 2 4 5

1 1/1 1/1 1/2

2 1/1 1/2 1/3

4 1/1 1/2 1/1

5 1/2 1/3 1/1

1 2
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4 5
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El(3)=0.72

*[Latora & Marchiori, Physical Review Letters, 2001]



Application: MEG/cognitive load
Goal: study graph topology under varying cognitive load

Data: 16 HC, visual memory task (0-2 back), 6 x 14 x task, 
MEG 1kHz sampling + 0.03-330 Hz BPF
Vertices: 87 sensors

Edge labels: trial-averaged phase synchronisation, thresholded

Results
Local efficiency decreases (less local clustering, more 
segregation) with increasing load in beta band

[Kitzlbicher et al., J. Neurosci, 2011]

0-back 1-back 2-back 2 vs 0
efficiency efficiency efficiency log p-val



Rich club
Rich club1: high-degree vertices that are also 
highly connected to each other

291[Wasserman & Faust, 1994] and others
2[Zhou & Mondragon, IEEE Comm. Lett., 2004]

Rich club coefficient2:

vertices with degree > k

edges in V>k

�k(g) =
2|E>k|

|V>k|(|V>k|� 1)

*[Colizza et al., Nature Physics, 2006]

But! Hubs have higher 
probability of sharing edges just 
because they have high degree*...

�k(g)

�k(g0)
so use

*



Application: histo/rat connectome
Goal: Topological characterisation of rat connectome
Data: mining >250 papers on axonal tracing
Vertices: 73 cortical
Edge labels: non-linear mapping of ordinal categories

Results
Rich-club nodes form a continuous U-shaped band in rat 
cortex

[Bota et al., PNAS, 2015]



Machine learning on topological properties
We can view topological properties as “deep” 
feature extractors

Represent each graph and/or vertex by a vector of graph 
and / or vertex properties1,2,3 

Intermediate step between simple embeddings and graph 
kernels

No complete invariants (degeneracy): use several 
properties4,5

Performance can be relatively high, especially for large graphs
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subject 1 subject 2

1 [Cecchi et al., NIPS, 2009]
2 [Richiardi et al., PRNI, 2011]

3 [Bassett et al., NeuroImage, 2012]
4[Li et al., MLG, 2011] 5 [Bonchev et al, J Comput Chemistry 1981]



Application: fMRI/prediction from preparation
Goal: predict color/motion judgement errors, and which task the 
subject is preparing for, from preparation phase

Data: 10 HC, 72 x 3 conditions, TR=2s

Vertices: 70 regions from searchlight on beta map

Edge labels: concatenated trials, wavelet 0.06-0.12 Hz, thresholding

Embedding: 10 vertex properties + 11 graph properties (711 
dimensions)

Results
Can discriminate task and
errors well above chance

Change of graph topology
in V4 (color-sensitive) and
hMT (motion-sensitive) is
predictive of errors

[Ekmann et al.,  PNAS,  2012]



Communities & 
Modularity



Communities & Modularity
Often, some subgraphs can be
more strongly connected than expected.

Q=0.75

partition vector
p=111122223333



Example: co-authorship network

31284 vertices, 500 real 
communities,500 fake 
communities

Subset of top 5K DBLP data http://snap.stanford.edu/data/

http://snap.stanford.edu/data/
http://snap.stanford.edu/data/


Comparing community structures
Similarity between community assignments of 
two graphs as a proxy of their similarity

This is the same problem as comparing clusterings

Assignment of vertices to communities in 

Measure similarity between partition vectors, e.g.1,2

Permute group labels and recompute to obtain p-value

pi 2 N|V |

NMI(pi,pj) =
2I(pi,pj)

I(pi,pi) + I(pj ,pj)

1[Alexander-Bloch et al., NeuroImage, 2012 ] 2[Ambrosen et al., PRNI, 2013]

p1 p2

from normalised
table counts



Application: fMRI/Schizophrenia
Goal: discriminate patients with schizophrenia

Data: 23 HC, 23 SZ, TR=2.3s, rest, 2x3 min (144 points)

Vertices: Subparcellated Harvard-Oxford, 278 regions

Edge labels: thresholded and binarised absolute wavelet 
correlation, 0.05-0.1Hz

Results

[Alexander-Bloch et al., NeuroImage, 2012 ]



Community scoring
How do we measure the strength of a community?

W: weight inside subgraph
B: weight on boundary

edges inside1: W
conductance2: B/(2W+B)
modularity3: f(W-E(W))
normalised community strength4:  W/(W+B)
Many more... see Yang & Leskovec 2012

1[Radicchi et al., PNAS, 20014] 2[Shi & Malik, IEEE TPAMI, 2000] 3[Newman, PNAS, 2006] 4[Richiardi, Proc. PRNI 2013]



Application: imaging genomics
Goal: Ascertain whether resting-state networks (modules) are linked with gene 
expression

Data: rsfMRI: N=15 + post-mortem genomics: N=6 (~1800 samples) + in-vivo 
genotyping: N=259 + mouse connectome & gene expression

Vertices: human: grouped by IC-derived rs networks in both modalities. mouse: 
meso-scale parcellation

Edge labels: human: wavelet correlation, transcriptional similarity. mouse: axonal 
connectivity

Results
resting-state modules have particularly strong transcriptional similarity, variants in 
136 genes modulate in-vivo rsfMRI connectivity, gene set maps to axonal 
connections in mouse

[Richiardi et al., Science, 2015]

1   1  1            0          0 



Multiplex graphs



Multiplex graphs
What about dynamic connectivity? 
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multiplex graph

t=0
t=1

t=2 A2

A1

A0

multiplex properties2

d(i) =
X

↵

d(i)[↵]

2[Battiston et al., Phys. Rev. E., 2014]

multiplex communities1



Application: learning
Goal: characterize functional connectivity changes during 
motor learning

Data: fMRI, 3 hours+ sessions, N=18

Vertices: 112 (HO)

Edge labels: wavelet 0.06-0.12 Hz, correlation, FDR threshold

Results

Organisazion in modular at all time scales. Fewer modules for 
longer time periods, more modules for shorter time periods.

[Bassett et al., PNAS, 2011]



Part II
GRAPH PRACTICE



Methods issues



Brain graph analysis pipeline

[de Vico Fallani, J.R., et al., Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. B, 2014]



Defining vertices
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voxelwise regionwiseregionwise
local distributed

Atlas region2

Voxel1 Spherical ROI3

Supra-threshold blob4 Cluster5

Spatial ICA component6
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1 [Biswal et al, NeuroImage, 1995] 2 [Achard et al, J. Neurosci, 2006]

5 [Cordes et al, MRI, 2002]

4 [Nir et al, NeuroImage, 2006]

3 [Shehzad et al., Cer. Cor., 2009]

6 [Jafri et al., NeuroImage, 2008]
[Cao and Worsley, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. B, 2005]



Pros and cons of spatial definitions
Voxelwise vertices: 
+ best spatial resolution
+ don’t mix potentially distinct neuronal activity
- large graphs: |E| grows as O(|V|2)
- low SNR per vertex timecourse
- subject-to-subject correspondance depends entirely on spatial 
normalisation

Regionwise anatomical vertices
+ improved SNR
+ reasonable size graphs
+ fixed anatomical correspondance
- no guarantee function matches anatomy...

Regionwise data-driven vertices
+ fewer assumptions (actually, other assumptions)
- need to ensure between-subjects consistency (GICA can enforce this)

- train / test separation becomes more tricky
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Edge labeling functions - Pearson and variants
With                       the zero-mean timecourse 
associated to vertices i,j, the lag-Δ correlation is  

But max correlations generally at 0 lag1,2 (long TR?)

From the inverse of the empirical correlation matrix 
matrix                                     we get partial 
correlations3
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⇢�ij =
x

T
i x

�
j

||xi||2||x�
j ||2

2 [Christova et al.,  J. Neur. Eng, 2011]
1 [Jafri et al., NeuroImage, 2008]

3 [Marrelec et al., NeuroImage, 2006]

xi,xj 2 RT⇥1
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Dealing with negative edge labels

[Mason et al., BMC Genomics, 2009]

Aij = |�(vi, vj)|� Aij = |0.5 + 0.5�(vi, vj)|�



Graph filtering
Topological properties depend non-linearly on 
threshold, so how to choose?

No thresholding - need to normalise

Single threshold - statistical vs topological

multiple thresholds - range or all (integrate, multiple tests, 
functional curve analysis)
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Choosing topological measures
Appropriate measures depend on technical 
issues

Weighted/unweighted graph

Negative/positive edge labels

Connected/disconnected graphs

Choice also depends on the research 
question

Scale of interest: large, intermediate, small?

Interpretation of distance: functional vs 
physical



Choosing a null model
Many ways to generate a null

Surrogate data (e.g. Fourier phase scrambling)
Adjacency matrix randomization
Degree-preserving rewiring

Sadly, depends on the edge labeling function
Bivariate connectivity estimation can lead to inflated 
clustering because of transitivity problem
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Statistical testing with topological properties

Hypothesis testing on graph/vertex properties 
is the most common approach to graph 
comparison in the neuroimaging literature1

This allows freedom in the choice of spatial scale

Multiple comparison problem less severe than edge stats

But...many graph properties are correlated2,3,4

2 see e.g.[Lynnal et al., J. Neurosci. , 2010],  3 [Alexander-Bloch et al., Front. Syst. Neurosci., 2010] 
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1 see e.g.[Achard & Bullmore, PLoS CompBiol, 2007]



Data issues



fMRI data processing pipeline

normalisation

realignment

structural
atlasing

functional
atlasing

regional 
averaging DWT dependency 

computation learning

inverse 
warping

embedding

filtered regional
time series 

individual 
functional atlas

regional
time series 

functional
connectivity matrix 

feature 
vector

structural image 

functional data

denoising

estimation biases

subject noise

hardware noise

X 2 RR⇥T



Pathological brains
Global or focal atrophy

Affect segmentation
Lesions

Affect segmentation and normalisation
Vascular issues

Affect connectivity estimators

[Richiardi et al., Neurobiology of Aging, 2015] [Seghier et al., NeuroImage, 2008]
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Software
functional connectivity computation

• http://www.stanford.edu/~richiard/software.html

Visualization

• http://flexbgv.sourceforge.net/
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